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Answer: A
QUESTION: 135
You are asked to provide a customer with centralized monitoring of multiple EMC Data
Domain systems. The customer needs to track and forecast aggregated Data Domain
system performance and growth, historically. Additionally, the customer wants to
receive real-time, automated alerting to any configuration or policy changes across all
Data Domain systems. Which recommended solution meets these requirements?
A. Data Protection Advisor
B. Backup and Recovery Manager
C. Data Domain System Manager
D. Data Domain Management Center
Answer: A
QUESTION: 136
A potential customer needs to perform centralized monitoring of multiple EMC Avamar
servers and domains. The customer wants the ability to track and forecast system
capacity growth and be alerted of both current and future needs. Which EMC solution is
recommended?
A. Data Protection Advisor
B. Client Manager
C. Backup and Recovery Manager
D. Avamar Administrator
Answer: A
QUESTION: 137
A customer is responsible for managing heterogeneous backup environments consisting
of EMC NetWorker, Avamar, and Symantec NetBackup. The customer wants the ability
to quickly and automatically detect and correlate performance and operations issues
across the environment. Which EMC solution is recommended?
A. Data Protection Advisor
B. Avamar Enterprise Manager

C. Backup and Recovery Manager
D. NetWorker Management Console
Answer: A
QUESTION: 138
A company is looking for a backup solution for their desktops and laptops. They have
many office locations in different time zones and want the ability to back up to their
centralized data center. However, they are concerned about the amount of backup traffic
this will generate over the network. What is a recommended solution?
A. Avamar client on each desktop/laptop backing up to a centralized Avamar server
B. NetWorker client on each desktop/laptop backing up to an AFTD on a centralized
NetWorker storage node
C. NetWorker client on each desktop/laptop backing up to an AFTD on a local
NetWorker storage node
D. Desktop/laptop clients backing up to a centralized Data Domain system using CIFS
Answer: A
QUESTION: 139
A large bank with many offices is using an EMC Avamar server, located in a central
data center, to protect executives' Windows laptops. Microsoft Exchange and SharePoint
servers are located in each branch. They also have a Microsoft SQL database located in
the central data center that supports the branch's banking operations. They want to
integrate a new EMC Data Domain system with Avamar in order to free up capacity for
anticipated growth on the existing Avamar server. Which type of data is a good
candidate for Avamar/Data Domain integration?
A. Large, active databases
B. Compressed file system data
C. Rich media, videos, and images
D. Encrypted e-mail messages
Answer: A

QUESTION: 140
In an EMC Data Protection Advisor environment, what is monitored by Predictive
Analysis Engine rules?
A. Missed service levels
B. Apple MAC clients
C. HomeBase server uptime
D. Tape drive shoeshining statistics
Answer: B
QUESTION: 141
What describes a use case for EMC NetWorker?
A. Provides broad, heterogeneous platform and application support
B. Reduces the amount of backup data to be stored on tapes
C. Provides an easy, self-service restore method for laptop clients
D. Reduces the amount of storage required for replicated backups
Answer: C
QUESTION: 142
A customer is using EMC NetWorker with a tape library to perform full backups at the
end of the month and daily incrementals. The restore process takes a long time as tapes
must unload and reload. The customer needs to achieve a faster recovery.
What will help achieve the right RTO?
A. Dedicated backup LAN
B. Virtual tape library
C. Faster tape drive
D. Faster backup server hardware
Answer: A
QUESTION: 143
Which feature of EMC Data Domain systems maximizes storage efficiency?

A. Data Deduplication
B. Remote Replication
C. Continuous Verification
D. Compliance Locking
Answer: D
QUESTION: 144
Where is deduplicated data stored on an EMC Data Domain system?
A. Containers
B. Fingerprints
C. SISL
D. DIA
Answer: B
QUESTION: 145
A customer has two large EMC VNX systems with an average number of eight million
files per volume. They are looking for a solution to reduce the amount of backup time
and increase efficiency. Which EMC product best fits these requirements?
A. Avamar with an Accelerator node
B. NetWorker with staging policy
C. Data Domain with virtual tape library over FC
D. HomeBase with BMR
Answer: D
QUESTION: 146
How many replication contexts are configured in the EMC Data Domain environment
shown in the exhibit?

A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 6
Answer: C
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